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PPTV, Media Services collaborate to broadcast Carol Concerts

Summary: Pioneer Public Television, Appleton, and the University of Minnesota, Morris are collaborating to present the UMM holiday Carol Concert, “Everywhere, Everywhere, Christmas Tonight!” on Pioneer Public Television.

(November 30, 2007)-Pioneer Public Television, Appleton, and the University of Minnesota, Morris are collaborating to present the UMM holiday Carol Concert, “Everywhere, Everywhere, Christmas Tonight!” on Pioneer Public Television.

Enjoy this special holiday broadcast that will include narration, carols and choral songs that have been inspired by the season, sung by the UMM Concert and University Choirs, under the direction of Dr. Kenneth Hodgson.

The UMM Carol Concert, “Everywhere, Everywhere, Christmas Tonight!” will air on Pioneer Public Television Thursday, Dec. 6, at 7 p.m. and Friday, Dec. 7, at noon. In addition, don't miss the special broadcasts on Christmas Day at 3 and 7 p.m.

Be a part of the television audience when the Carol Concert is captured live during the Friday, Nov. 30, evening and Saturday, Dec. 1, afternoon public performances at the Morris Area Concert Hall. Tickets for all Carol Concert performances will be available at the door.

Through personal and academic discovery, the University of Minnesota, Morris provides opportunities for students to grow intellectually, engage in community, experience environmental stewardship and celebrate diversity. A renewable and sustainable educational experience, Morris prepares graduates for careers, for advanced degrees, for lifelong learning, for work world flexibility in the future, and for global citizenship. Learn more about Morris at morris.umn.edu or call 888-866-3382.